Metallogeny of Tarom – Hashtjin Mountains and various mineralization types
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Introduction

Based on structural units classification Tarom Mountains are located in western Alborz zone. From the geological standpoint and considering the tectono-magmatic and mineralization aspects Tarom area can be defined as a metallogenic subzone. These mountains mainly consist of Tertiary volcanic rocks and granitoid bodies that form an asymmetric anticline whose northeast flank reaches to Manjil basin, and its shorter southwest flank ends in Zanjan plain.

Facts and findings

With regards to studies performed to this date, mineralization of metals such as copper, lead and zinc, iron and gold are seen in form of vein and disseminated within the area. According to results from studying thin sections, polished-sections, chemical analysis and field observations it can be stated that the genesis of deposits in Tarom area is of hydrothermal type, and with regards to the paragenesis the mineralization type for copper, gold, and lead and zinc deposits can be defined as mesothermal, and for iron deposits as volcanogenic to magmatic. Andesitic mineralization type is also found in the area as seen in Dahaneh copper deposit.

In addition to andesitic mineralization type there are other mineralization types such as Michigan type, vein polymetal type (Pb, Zn, Cu, Ag, and gold as in Barik-ab deposit), and gold-bearing copper vein type (as in Khalifah-lou deposit)

It is to be noted that most copper mineralization contain high amount of gold that in some cases it could reach up to 10 ppm in veins. Ore-bearing materials are mostly originated from andesitic, andesitic-basaltic and trachytic volcanic rocks, and monzonitic intrusive bodies.
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